OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF ADMINISTRATORS  
BARASAT MUNICIPALITY  
RISHI BANKIM CHANDRA CHATTERJEE ROAD  
BARASAT, KOLKATA - 700 124.  

Phone : 2552 3211  
2562 3535  
Fax : 2562 6900  
Email: barasat_05@yahoo.com  
Web site: www.barasatmunicipality.org  

Date: 02/02/2022  

Memo No. 124 -BM/WDP-03/NIQ/2021 - 2022  
From : Sri Sunil Mukherjee,  
Chairperson, Barasat Municipality  

QUOTATION NOTICE  
Sealed Quotations are invited by Chairperson, BOA, Barasat Municipality against above mentioned NIQ from bonafide, resourceful agencies having capacity in preparation of Detailed Project Report of a Drain namely “Construction of High Drain from the Fortune City to Jagadighata Bridge under scheme of RIDF-XXVII”. The intending rate quoters should produce all up-to-date necessary documents required to attend the tender. The description of work mentioned above is available at the website : www.barasatmunicipality.org and notice board of Barasat Municipality.  

To attend the tender follow the above mentioned website or office notice boards publish on 02/02/2022. The last date of submission of quotations is 17/02/2022 upto 2Pm and date of opening of the tender will be 17/02/2022 at 3:00pm.  

Chairperson  
Board of Administrators  
Barasat Municipality  

Memo No. 124 -BM/WDP-03/NIQ/2021 - 2022  
Date: 02/02/2022  

Copy forwarded to:-  
1) Executive Officer, Barasat Municipality  
2) Finance Officer, Barasat Municipality  
3) Head Clerk, Barasat Municipality  
4) Assistant Engineer, Barasat Municipality  
5) Sri. Tapan Roy Barman, SAE, Barasat Municipality  
6) Sri. Apratim Roy Chowdhury, SAE, Barasat Municipality  
7) Office Notice Board, Barasat Municipality  
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